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Capital punishment, also known as the death penalty, is a government-sanctioned practice whereby a person
is killed by the state as a punishment for a crime.The sentence that someone be punished in such a manner
is referred to as a death sentence, whereas the act of carrying out the sentence is known as an
execution.Crimes that are punishable by death are known as capital crimes or capital ...
Capital punishment - Wikipedia
"Executing the mentally retarded is senseless cruelty. Even strong death penalty supporters recognize that
capital punishment is wrong for people with the mind of a child."
Facts about capital punishment - the death penalty
ACLU OBJECTIONS TO THE DEATH PENALTY. Despite the Supreme Court's 1976 ruling in Gregg
v.Georgia, et al, the ACLU continues to oppose capital punishment on moral, practical, and constitutional
grounds:. Capital punishment is cruel and unusual.It is cruel because it is a relic of the earliest days of
penology, when slavery, branding, and other corporal punishments were commonplace.
The Case Against the Death Penalty | American Civil
Capital punishment is a legal penalty in the United States, currently used by 30 states, the federal
government, and the military. Its existence can be traced to the beginning of the American colonies. The
United States is the only Western country currently applying the death penalty. It is one of 54 countries
worldwide applying it, and was the first to develop lethal injection as a method of ...
Capital punishment in the United States - Wikipedia
Top 10% Absolutely Positively the Best 30 Death Penalty Websites on the Internet (Top 1%) Death Penalty
Information Center Probably the single most comprehensive and authoritative internet rersource on the death
penalty, including hundreds of anti-death penalty articles, essays, and quotes on issues of deterrence, cost,
execution of the innocent, racism, public opinion, women, juveniles ...
Death Penalty Links - clarkprosecutor.org
Singapore's death penalty laws and how they are applied, including death row and execution numbers,
death-eligible crimes, methods of execution, appeals and clemency, availability of lawyers, prison conditions,
ratification of international instruments, and recent developments.
The Death Penalty in Singapore
III. The death Penalty in the United States I n the past three decades, nearly one thousand people have been
put to death in the United States. During this time, thirty people on average have been
United States Conference of Catholic Bishops
Death penalty, also called capital punishment, is when a government or state executes (kills) someone,
usually but not always because they have committed a serious crime. A crime that can be punished with the
death penalty is called a capital crime or a capital offense.. Executions in most countries have become rarer
in recent centuries.
Death penalty - Simple English Wikipedia, the free
The share of Americans who support the death penalty for persons convicted of murder is now at its lowest
point in more than four decades.
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Support for death penalty lowest in more than four decades
According to a 2013 Pew Research Center survey, 55% of U.S. adults say they favor the death penalty for
persons convicted of murder. A significant minority (37%) oppose the practice. While a majority of U.S. adults
still support the death penalty, public opinion in favor of capital punishment has ...
Shrinking Majority of Americans Support Death Penalty
ICDP is an independent body of politically influential people with international standing â€“ supported by a
diverse group of 18 governments from all world regions â€“ working for a world free from the death penalty.
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